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RATIO ESTIMATION IN MULTI·STAGE DESIGN

by

DR. BURTON T. ONATE'*'

It must be admitted that many, if not most of the current,
timely and precise statistics useful for socio-economic develop-
ment programs and indispensable to sound administrative deci
sions and policy formulation. emanate from national sample
surveys. Current means up-to-date; timely means that the
interval between the date of actual collection and the release
of the results is as short as possible, if necessary within a few
weeks; and precise means the estimates or data released carry
the required level of statistical reliability. Data from our
censuses do not possess the properties of being currenr and
timely.

Many of the current national sample surveys may be term
ed as "panel surveys" as far as certain sampling units (pri
maries or secondaries) are concerned and the survey once put
into operation commits the estimation procedures to the per
manent design. In such case, the choice of technical devices
is limited to methods such as sampling within permanently
selected sampling units, a redefinition of the sampling units.
alternative choice of the estimation procedures and other
techniques which will result in higher statiscal efficiency and
lower cost of the survey .

This paper will consider the theoretical approaches to the
use of an alternative choice of the estimation procdure Which
may be tcrrnned as ratio estimation in a multi-stage sarnpline
with complete replacement of primaries (Onate, 1960). The
estimation procedures are simple and the additional increase
in statistical efficiency will more than compensate for the small
cost due to the additional work needed for compilation and
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computation relevant to the use of an auxiliary variable, Em
pirical results wiII be presented for Metropolitan Manila as a
sector in the Philippine Statistical Survey of Households (PSSH
Bulletin No.1, 1957).

•

Another technique which utilizes an alternative approach
to the estimation procedure is through a systematic rotation
and the concomittant use of composite estimator (Onate, 1960;
1961), This particular technique will not be discussed in this
paper.

Theoretical Aspects.
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Only pertinent theoretical results and selected formulas
will be given since the basic philosophy of the theoretical model
are described in the author's paper (Onate, 1960") and the de
tails of results for simple random sampling are given by Co
chran (1953) and Hartley (1959).

The following types of estimators will be studied, namely:

1. regular unbiased (the x- only) estimate.
a. separate (or standard)
b. combined

2. biased ratio of means estimate.
a. separate
b. combined

3. unbiased ratio estimate.
a. separate
b. combined

Regular unbiased estimate (the x- only) estimate. This

estimate refers to Xh.(J 1

1\

(or Z.) or the sample mean
fI hI
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~' is the sample summation, and

m is the number of independent psu's drawn with re-
placement (the (l subscript has been dropped for
simplicity).
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By appropriate random numbering of the ith psu in

the hth stratum, we can generate a separate and a com

bined estimate of total or variance for the universe in question.

Biased ratio estimate. The estimate in this case will have
the simple form :

X* = q Z

• where q and Z may be for the hth stratum or for the

universe,

"q is the ratio of two multi-stage estimators X to

1\

Z. each of which is the mean of m estimates,
and .

Z is the actual count of the auxiliary variable in the
stratum or the universe.

(Note that the appropriate subscripts have been dropped
for simplicity in presentation.)

The estimate of the variance of X* is

•
As in the regular unbiased estimate, we can generate a

separate or combined biased ratio of means estimate. Eq. (3)
indicates that theoretically we achieve a gain in precision if

where p is the correlation coefficient, and
C.V. is the coefficient of variation.
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Unbiased ratio estimate. An unbiased ratio estimate for
each stratum total or universe total has the fonn:

X'.= r. Z ~. (X -:\" i)m/m - 1

where' r is the sample of ratios generated by the ith psu,

A 1\

Z, rn, X, Z are as explained or defined earlier.

The appropriate estimate of the variance of X' is

and as in the two types of estimates, we can develop a separate
or a combined unbiased ratio estimate of the universe total, X.

A A
Note that X and Z are obtained through application

of the appropriate multi-stage estimation procedures wherein
the psu's are drawn with complete replacement. With the cor-

fI fI

responding subscript on X or Z, the estimate may refer
to the ith psu estimate for the stratum or universe, or to

the sample mean for the str-atum or universe.

Empirical Results.

In order that empirical results have some national signi
ficance, the PSSH design for Metropolitan Manila will be used
to indicate the applications of the theory. Since population
count within sampling areas is usually highly correlated with
most socio-economic characteristics observed in the' area,
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listed population and/or population in sample hhs will be used
as the indicator variable, x or X. The number of regis
tered voters by precinct, by stratum and by the universe is
made available every two years through the usual administra
tive channels with little or no cost to the actual survey. We
will refer to this characteristic as the auxiliary variable, Z.

The six estimates, their estimated variances and the effi
ciency of each estimate relative to the regular unbiased (sepa
rate or combined) estimate were derived and these are pre
sented in Tables I and II for October 1957. The significance
in the use of these simple ratio estimators becomes doubly evi
dent in view of the following:

a. with complete replacement. of psu's, the reduction in
variance due to the application of the finite population cor
rection (1 - f) is lost, and

b. the psu's were drawn with equal probability and not
with probability proportional to some measure of size (pps).

The application of ratio estimation will generally recover
the losses in statistical efficiency with little or no cost to the!
survey proper and these facts are horne out by the relative ef
ficiencies observed with the usc of ratio estimators.

For population listed, the separate ratio estimators showed
a gain in precision of about 5 percent while the cornhincd ratio
estimators were 48 percent more efficient than the combined
regular unbiased (x- only) estimate (Table I). In 1960, the
author using seven different strata reported a gain of 25 per
cent for the separate estimators arid 36 percent for the com
hined estimators. For population in sample households. the
gains in precision were 25 percent and 37 percent for separate
and combined estimators, respectively (see Table II).

The separate estimate of variance will have L(rn - 1)
degrees of freedom (D.F.) where L is the number of strata
and (m - 1) is the number of D.P. for each stratum. On
the other hand, the combined estimate of variance will have
only (rn - 1) D.F. It is therefore of low precision but simple
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TABLE I

COMPARISON OF THE ESTIMATE, ESTIMATE OF

VARIANCE AND STATISTICAL EFFICIENCY OF SIX TYPES

OF ESTIMATORS FOR POPULATION IN LISTED

HOUSEHOLDS

I . I Estimate Relative Efficiency~
Type of j Estimate f V . (percent)

Estimator (thousand) 0 .ll:l!lnee .
I (million) Separate I Combined

... ------------_.~ - .- _._--~-_ .. -.,.- .. - _-----

Regular unbiased

(x- only)

Separate 391.57 735.52 100

Combined 391.57 . 1,<170.63 100

Biased ratio of means

Separate 383.09 G9~.78 105

Combined 380.04 995.95 148

• Unbiased ratio

Separate 389.40 701.52 105

Combined 380.47 997.02 148

' ....-----._~---~ -_.------,._-_.. .'- ......._.. ~..~_ ..... '~-'-"

,. Estimated variance of the x· only estimate as numerator.
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COMPARISON OF THE ESTIMATE, ESTIMATE OF

VARIANCE AND STATISTICAL EFFICIENCY OF SIX TYPES

OF ESTIMATORS liOR POPULATION IN SAMPLE

HOUSEHOLDS

. .! E t' I Relative Efficiency"
Type of Estimate S, 1m.ate. (percent)

Estimator (thousand) lof \ ariance 1---! (million) Separat« I Combined_. ---... .._.__._-_.__._---~---- _._--_.- ..----_._--

Regular unbiased

(x. only)

Separate 408.07 1,016.20

Combined 408.07 1,755.02

Biased ratio of means

Separate 399.<;,j SIS.H;

Combined :~96.07 1,278.a5

• Unbiased ratio

100

100

125

137

Separnte

Combined

400.(J!i

3!l5.9R

820.89

1,279.2tj 137

<, Estlmatod vuriancc of tho x > only estimate as numerator.
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to compute. Also, the numbering of the psu's (i = 1,2, ... , m)
must be independent and the allocation of number to the psu's
must be done in a random manner.

The listing operation is carried a few days before actual
enumeration of sample households. Because of this situation
and the more relevant bias associated with listing, the universe
under study may have changed at least 'within the sampling
area. This will require a process of adjustment in the popula
tion of listed households, i.e.

population enumerated in sample housholds . I' li . d-_-.----,-- .._. .. . '--. ... x popu ation istc
population listed in sample households

in sampling area ::::: adjusted population listed in sampling
area, which is a fonn of a ratio estimator itself. This problem
is worth looking into.

Summary and Conclusion.

The theoretical framework in the use of ratio estimation
in multi-stage sampling with complete replacement of primaries
is described and empirical results are presented to indicate
the level of precision attained in the usc of ratio estimation.

Population in listed households and population in sample
households for seven strata in the PSSH Metropolitan Manila
were correlated with number of registered voters. Estimates
of correlation from covariance analysis ranged between 0.4 to
0.5 and these correlations brought about gains in precision
from 5 to 25 percent for the separate ratio estimators and from
36 to 48 percent for the combined ratio estimators as compared
with the regular unbiased (x- only) estimates.

It is evident that the use of ratio estimation in the PSSH
Metropolitan Manila with the given auxiliary variable will in
crease precision at no cost or very little additional cost to the
survey operations. With the use of this estimation procedure.
one may reduce the cost of the survey by about 20 percent, Le.,
reduce the number of psu's from 5 to 4 and still maintain the
present level of precision with 5 psu's and the use of the regular
unbiased (x- only) estimate.
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